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ABSTRACT

I t i s pointed out t h a t the second generat ion fermions can

have a n a t u r a l mass r e l a t i o n m = 3 ms a t M
G O T

 i f SU(5)

symmetry breaking occurs through 75,, and 5,,. I t i s the f i r s t

order supergravi ty e f fec t and small Yukawa coupling i s not necessary .
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The flavor problem has "been one of the most difficult problems in

gauge theories. In the daye °? electroweak theories, ire could have

stated a loophole that a higher gauge symmetry such as grand unified

theories may solve the flavor puzzle. However, extensive works in

this direction in the last several years[j] n a v e n o t answered the

question satisfactorily, though •**> acknowledge a partial achievement

in this direction. There still exists the flavor problem.

One of the most important flavor puzalee is vhj the generation

structure of fermione repeats at least three times. (We are sure that

there are two ordinary generations of quarks and leptons and the third

yet incomplete generation vith the missing t.) Toward a solution to

this problem, one has to enlarge the gauge group or rely on a oomposite

picture of leptons and quarks. We will not address this problem in

this paper.

Another flavor puzzle is why there exists the ferasion mass

hierarchy

rl r 2 r3
(1)

where £ i s a small number of order 10 ~ and f. represents the i t h

generation fermion. The most a t t r a c t i v e scheme to r e a l i i e the r e l a t i o n

( l ) i s assuming that l i g h t generation fermions obtain t h e i r masses by

radiative corrections[V) • However,it is difficult to realize in

practice.

The third flavor puzzle is why the lepton-quarlc mass relations at

GUT scale are as followr}!

The Q-s/3 satisfy only the relation ( l ) , ainoe the neutrinos
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are masBless in SU(5) in the usual scheme without

In this paper, we diBcuaB relations ( l)-(4) in SU(5) grand unified

modeljj4] when the symmetry breaking ia achieved by *>" =75, Higgs field

[5] and H-5H Higgs field,

= ^ > sa(3) x su(2) x

—Pi"—
Recently, the advantage of using T5TT over 24™ for breaking of SU(5) has

been pointed out by several authors[6Jin the context of the inverted

hierarchy, Dimopoulos—Wilczek mechanism Jj J in SU(5)i and in II = 1

supergravity X SU(5).

To achieve relations (2), (3), and (4)1 Georgi and Jarlakog intro-

duced both 5jr and 45-r Higgs fields and chose specific Tuka>ra couplings

under auitable ayrametries[3^j . The important point is the following.

Among the possible Q » - l /3 quark and Q = -1 "lepton Tukawa couplings

10 5j, ( 5w or 45tr }> the second generation chooses predominantly 45,,

coupling and the third generation chooses predominantly 5TT coupling

so that the mass matrices in this subspace read as

.D 0

0

0

0

which achieve the relations (3) and (4) . We need 45 in non

symmetric theories.

The BupeTsymmetrio Hanrard—CEBM model contains Higgs fields 5- ,

5 | , 50g, 50g> and 75g vhich achieve the desirable Diraopoulos-FilCEek

mechanism since 50., does not contain (1 , 2, -1/2) piece under SU{3) X

3U(E) X U(l ) . Can we achieve a similar Dimopouloe-ffilczek m3Chanism
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vith 45.,? It is not possible because we cannot find a counterpart of
H

50 and we are back to square 1. Also from the calculation of sin Q

in supersymnetric 3U(5) modelB, i t is not desirable to Introduce 45 -
H

45TT tauat he introduced by higher order effects. However, i t is generally

suppressed in supersymmetric GUTs|8J.

The problem can be alleviated in supergravity grand unification

{SUGEAIT)f9l- Indeed, the supergravity idea is recently used for fennion

masses by Nanopoulos and Sredniokifioj . In this paper, we take the view-

point of Rsf. 9s10 . The role of gravity in elementary particle phyaios

was f i rs t pointed out by Ell is and Gaillard^llJ for the aforementioned

fennion mass relation (2), At that time, the effect has been estimated

to be of order M(£jT / Mpjgnok ^ 1° whioh was used for explaining

the f i r s t generation fermion masses. Howecer, there seems to be two

qualifications in this approximation in SUGRAU. First ly, the unifica-

tion acale in supersymmetric CfDTg ia generally one or two orders of

magnitude larger than that of CJUTs. Second, the relevant expansion

parameter of sup^rgravity is

Then, the estimate of Ellis-Gail lard effect ia of order £»10~ 2 in

SUGRA3 and i t will be relevant for the second generation fermions.

Let us suppose that the third generation obtains tree level Tukawa

couplings (dim. 4 operators), the second generation dim. 5 operators,

and the f i rs t generation dim. 6 operators. Then, relation ( l ) coraeo

out naturally.

Thie specific idea is realized in the Harvard-CEKtJ model. Let

us name lOp's as T- (<*, fl = SLT(5) indices; i - generation index)) 5p 's

'• '••
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let us introduce only one 75TT-

Before writing effective Yukawa couplings, let us consider

deoompOBiticm of tensor products of Higgs fields£l2j,

75 i 5

75 i 75

45* + 50 + 280 (5)

75S5 A S A

75 i 75 i 5 - (5)j + (5)2 4 + (45»)24 + (45»)?5 (6b)

where dots Bhov the other irrelevant irredicible representations, and S

(and A) represents the irreducible representation coming from symmetric

(and antisymmetric) combination. In (6b) we also show subscripts which

are originated froai Eq.(6a). Since there ie only one T5rrt there ia no

24A of Eq.(6a). Our notation for 45H is l~ia tf,

The effective 45g (and also 45,, coming from multiplication of 5*)

in Eq.(5) is responsible for the second generation masses} al l the

irreducible representations of (6b) and their complex conjugates are

responsible for the f irs t generation fennion masses. The effective

Tuk&wa couplings of 10_ 5* type are

+

- 5 -

(7)

(8)

(9)

=z:
y/i

Here /) , J ' a n d 2 a : r e effective S4jj. 75H.and 75^, respectively.

Similarly, we can write the effective Yukawa couplings of 10p lOp type.

The key observation of the Yukawa couplings (7) is that the order X,

coupling of 10,,, 5* is through only effective 45Hi thus fulfiling

the Oeorgi-Jarlskog relation for the second generation fennions. Also

note that/j1 V^ is order ^. S^ 10 when ̂ T* develops a large vev. ffe
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cannot require that all a "a of Eq.(7) a w
i J

l e t us suppose that a l l a ' s are the sace,

Q . -1 lepton mass matrices are

the same. For a. moment,

Then Q - - l / 3 quark and

(11)

(12)

vhere B is of order £A and A is approximately taken as the T lepton

mass. Eigenvalues of M and M are

0 , » a - 2B , tt^S'A + B

0 , m i -6B , mz - A - 3B

(13)

(U)

Therefore, wo obtain relations (3) and (4). This conclusion 1B not

changed though ve alloy arbitrary a. . ' s , since Q » -1 lepton mass

matrix cowing from the second term of Eq.(7) is exactly -3 times that

of the Q - - l /3 quark.

Small perturbations to the mass matrices (11) and (12) through

£ order terms of Eq.{7) will render e and d massive. However, to

obtain the specific relation (a), ve must choose a specific form

of the Tukava couplings^]. For example,

- 7 -

• ~'^ix: n

B

B + C

B

-3B

3B + £

-3B

B + C

B

B

-3B +

-3B

-3B

A

C
3

B

B

•y
-3B

-3B

A - 3B

and

have the same determinant and give the relations (2), (3), and (4).

With the couplings given in Eq.(7), it is generally possible to pick

up the desired C <x??A order terois, though it iB unnatural at present.
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